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1. Mr. YASSEEN (Iraq) (translated from French):
In the opinion of my delegation, the restoration of the
lawful rights of the People's Republic of China in the
United Nations is not subject to any doubt and should
not give rise to any contI'O'\Tersy. We 'believe that the
People's Rei- ~DliC is the only one that can and should
represent the great country of China, not becaus~~ our
country maintains friendly relations with China, but
because, firstly, it is the only solution inkeeping with
the interests of the Uni~d Nations' in particular and
of the international commUliity· in general. and,
secondly. it is the only legal solution.

2. In the first place. it is the only solution in keeping
with the interests of the United Nations in particular
and of the international community in general. The
founders of the United Nations intended from the first
that it should be universal in character. The move
ment towards universality has beenconfirmedthrough
the years and it is now clear that universality is a
necessity if we really wish to achieve the purposes
of the United Nations and to apply its principles
effectively.

3. It is incomprehensible that more than a quarter
of the world popuiation should not be, allowed effective
representation in the United Nations, which regards
itself under the Charter not only as the representa
tive of its Members but also ~s the protector of the
essential interests of mankind and responsible for the'
maintenance of peace ~nd security.

4.. In the world of today, which is becoming smaller
and smaller with f. e prrigress of technology, many
important problems require universal rather than
partial solutions. Is it right. or even useful, to be
content with a partial solution to the problem of dis
armament, for example, .or to any of the problems
fundatnental to the peace and security of the world,
~lthQut e'ven trying to achieve a universal solution?'
It is clear that, without the participation of the
Peop~e's Republic of China, all' our efforts in the
United Nations, particularly as regards the funda
mental, problems w~ich affect the vital interests of
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mankind, are more than likely' to lead to inconClusive
and ineffective results.

5. Moreover, by opposing the recognition of the right
of the People's Republic of China to take its place in
the United Nations and to assume all 'its responslbili- '
.ties as a great Power and as a permanent member of
the Security Council, we run the riskof seriously com
promising a baSIC assumption-I' would even say'"
principle-worthy of being protected. which I shall 
call the principle of summit unity or the unity of the
supreme hierarchy of the world Organization. The
very nat .'e of the United Nations requires this
unity. Othe:rwise, we should end up with a world
divided into sectors which would not recognize, and
might eyen oppose, one another, to the detriment of
mankind's common interests. and' with no higher
organ that could remedy the situa~ion. '

6. I have no need to emphasize the danger of such a
possibility. But can we reaFonably blame the People's
Republic of China for takh.g the initiative of creating
another world organization if we stubbornly continue
to refuse to restore its lawful rights in the United
Nations? It is thus in f,;he interests of the United
Nations and of the international commnrdty to recog
nize all the rights of the People's Republic of China
in the United Nations. 'fhis recognition will enable
;that great Power to fulfil the important role that is
its due and will bring it face to face with the resIWn
sibilities that arise from the obligations laid down in
the Charter.

7. Moreover, the restoration of the lawful rights of
the People's Republic of China is fully justified from,
the legal point of view. Indeed, the restoration of these
rights is dictated by the most fundamental principles
of international law and by the established practice of
the United Natiens. In support of that. it must first of
all bs stated that it is merely a question of the repre
sentation and the credentials of the representatives
of a State. It is certainly not' a question of admission;
China is a founding Member of the United Nations.
Nor is it a question of exclusion. In any case, neither
admission nor exclusion, both of which require a
special procedure, is on our agenda. The problem
therefore comes down to the question of who has the
right, following a change of r~gime, to represent the
state concerned in the United Nations. Except in the
case of foreign invasion by a state or group of States,
the Government which can and should represent the
state-no matter what State-in internationallife~and
more particularly in the United Nations, is undeniably
the Government that can maintain internal order and
assume international responsibilities. At bothlevels
international and internal~only the People's Republic
of China has 'the right to represent China and is at the
same time capable of doing so. Its presence in the
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question of representation and of credentials is,
per se. the same. It is not an important question in
the sense of Artide 18, since it is not mentioned in
paragraph 2 of that Article and has not been recog-

. nized by any General Assembly resolution as con
stituting, pel;' se, a new category of important
questions.

12. It should be emphasized that, in point of fact,
paragraph 3 of Article 18 of the Charter does not
provide for the determination of a particular ques
tion as important, but the determination of a category
of questions. The system laid down in Article 18 of
the Charter is fully justified; it is intended to avoid'
arbitrat·y decisions and to ensure that the power of
decision recognized in paragraph 3 of that Article is
used objectively. .

13. Any of the questions mentioned in paragraph 2 of
Article 18 of the Charter may, in a given case, not be
important. Budgetary questions, for example, are
considered important questions; and they are indeed
important questions, whether the allocation involved
is five dollars or millions of dollars. The r~presenta
tion of a state, whether it concerns a great or a small
Power, is a simple ~uestion; not an important,one.

14. To conclude, my delegation is in favour of the
restoration of ths lawful rights of the People's Republic
of China in the United Nations. It is' deeply convinced
that that Republic is th~ only one which ca.n and should
represent China.. It is of the opinion that this question
is not an important question in the sense of Article 18
of the Charter and that it should thereLl"~ be decided
by a simple majority. It is unfortunate that the recog
nition of the right of the People's Republic of China
to represent China in the United Nations has been de
layed Jor so many years; it would be disastrous to
delay it any furthe:r..

15. Mr. HASSANE (Niger) (translated from French):
Speaking after So man.y others have spoken on item 102
of the a',genda for this session, entitled "Restorationof ,
the lawful rights of the People's Republic of China in
the United Nations". my delegation wishes once again
to define its position clearly on this issue.

16. This problem, as everyone knows, is not some
thing new but has been the subject of discussion fol' a
long time and, after the m~.ny debates to which it has
given rise throughout the years~ it is stUl·only at its
point of departure. It must be admitted that this state
of affairs is due to the differences of opinion among
the Members of the United Nations, many of which do
not seem to be willing to consider the matter in its.
true light.

17. In my delegation's view, there is no doubt that
communist China will eventually be admitted to the
United Nations,. but that country must first provide
manifest proof of its allegiance to the principles and
ideals set forth in the Charter of the United N'ations~·

particularly in the Preamble and in Chapters I and 11.
After all, there are many irrefutable examples of
that ~country's scorn for the United Nations.

1&. My country, for its part, has always displayed'
goodwill in its relations of co-operation with the
countries with which it has links of mutual friend
ship and undersi:anding. This line of conduct which
we have" set for ourselves, and which ha~ always
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United Nations cannot be made conditional on its
maintenance of a certain political or social system.
There can be no doubt nowadays that the political or
social system of a stare comes within its exclusive
competence. It is merely an aspect of national sove
reignty and a simple application cl the right of self
determination. Only the people of a State have the
right to challenge the political or social system
obtaining in the State, for under international law .
the politico-social system adopted by a state is deter- .
mined by its people and not by othe!' states.

8. In the course of its existence, the United Nations
has always respected these norms in other cases--in
all other cases. It has not hesitated to recogrAze a
new regime following a coup d'Etat or a revolution.
perhaps after avery short period, usually only a few·
days, merely time enough to verify certain facts and
to determine which authorivj is really in power, can
maintain order inside the country and can effectively
assume the responsibilities of a Government in the
international community. As regards internal order, .
the People's Republic of China has for many years
exercised effective authority over the whole of main
land China and the neighbouring islands, without any
sign of disintegration. It has achieved remarkable
econom:i"1 progress and, in the scientific and technical
fields, it has reached the heights of a nuclear Power. .
Intezonationally, the People's Republic of China main- :
tains proper and friendly J~elations with a large num
ber of States in all regions of the world. It has parti
cipated in a number of international conferences, in
which it has played an important role. By way of .
example I would mention the Bandung Conference in
1955, the Geneva Conference on Indo-China in 1954
and the Gell~rva Conference on Laos in 1961-1962. It
has diplomatic relations with many States, including
three permanent members of the Security Council.
In addition, it maintains consular and trade relations
with a very large numbbl" of states.,
. .

;.' 9. The Gov'ernment of the People's Republic of China
is therefore the only Government that can ana' should,
according to internatiQ'Q8.i law, represent China in
international life. .

10. Lastly, my delegation would like to state its
position on the procedure to be followed in voting
on this question. It is maintained-and there is an
earlier resolution to that effect· [resolution 1668
(XVI)] -that this is an important question and that
any decision on it must be made by a two-thirds
majority. This thesis, however, is inconsistent with
the principle of the equality of states and with
Article 18 of the Charter; the only possible explana
tion is that it is prompted by unjustifiable political
motives or arises from a legal misunderstanding.

11. In substance, the question before us is merely
a question of represeniation and credentials. It is
therefore a simple procedural question, which can
not be regarded as an important questioi1 in the sense
of Article 18 of the Charter simply because it con-

. cerns a great state. In p:dnciple, all states are equal;
this means that, unless there· is a pro\7ision to the

. contrary, they should receive the same treatment ~nd
their problems should be settled, according to their
nature, by the same method of voting. Thus, whether

>it· concerusa large, medium or small Power, the
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inspired the philosophy of our foreign policy, con
forms to the conditions for the effective and effi
cient strengthening ef friendship between peoples,
a friendship which is "essential for the maintenance
of international peace and security, and without which
there can be no question of peaceful coexistence.

19. What we must now recognize as an outstanding
feature of our times is the increased need for
rapprochement between peoples, as also the desire
for concerted action to promote common prosperity;
it is also a consecration of the ideals which since
the end of the Second World War have been reflected
in the advent o(the idea of interdependence.

20. We consider. indeed, that in the harmony which
.we desire nothing can be done outside this frame
work; after all, true revolution is :lot engendered
by brute force or eloquent words but is essentially
concerned with the transformation of man, showing
respect for his person and arousing his noblest
sentiments. These, in our opinion, are the criteria
on which the conditions for the admissiol1 of a
country to the United Nations should be based.

21. In approaching the question before us today,
my delegation cannot fail to speaR of the nefarious
behaviour of the Chinese eommunists in various
parts of the world, in particular in Niger, where
we have suffered from subversion prepared and
finanoed in Peking.

'-
22. The spectre of Chinese intervention through
such subversion, which we have had to deal with
elsewhere and in other circumstances, is a source
of fear and legitimate apprehensiou to lis and is, of
(lOUrSe, QUI' main reason for doubting the advisability
of supporting the cause of the Chinese communists.

23. For Peking-and we say this in full knowledge
of the facts-the only valid revolution is the type of
revolution conceived by its leaders, namely, the
violent armed revolution which they foster, organize
and actively propagate outside their own frontiers.

24. To judge by their actions, the Chinese com
muuists firmly believe in the virtues oftheir "revolu
tionary experiment" and they therefore work tirelessly
to export it, With the ulterior motive of gaining all the
benefits from it and thus assuaging their thirst for
world leadership, for, as H.E. El Hadj Diod Hamani,
the President of the Republic of Niger, has said:

". .. there are not only imperialists of the right,
there are also red imperialists, those who, through
a fallacious anti-imperialism, pose as the champions
of African independence".

25. In view of everything that I have just said-and
we reserve the' right to speak in more detail if
necessary-our position continues to be that com
munist China. does not in any way fulfil the require
ments for membership of the United Nations.

26. Niger knows only one China, the China with
Which its Government maintains excellent relations.
the China which has been seated in this Assembly
ever since it was established. As was stated here
quite recently by our Minister for Foreign Affairs
in his statement of 11 October 1965.

"As long as the People's Republic of China con
tinues to ignore the el&mentary rules of peaceful

coexistence, as long as it refuses to respect and
apply the sacred principles of the Charter, as long
as the People's China continues to interfere in
other countries' affairs, my country cannot uncon
ditionally support its admission to the Organiza
tion." [1355th meeting, para. 74.]

27. Mr. MALITZA (Romania) (translated from
French): It is clear from the debates at this session
that the majority of representatives are anxious that
the functioning of the United Nations should be im
proved and its' effectiveness increased. It is glaringly
evident that the first step must be the restoration of
the lawful rights of the People's Republic of China in
the United Nations.

28. The Government of Romania has always urged
that this step, which reason, international legality and
the interests of the United Nations demand, should
be taken. Stating the position of our country &t this
session, Mr. Corneliu Manescu, the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Romania, said from this rostrum:

"The refusal to restore to this great Power, a
founding Member of the United Nations, the place
which belongs to it by right is an illegal act which
only does the United Nations harm; such major
problems as disarmament and economic and social
development illustrate how difficult it is to imagine
that any viable solutions can be found so long as the
United Nations continues to be deprived of the con
tribution that could be made by the reprel?entatives
of one quarter of the world's populatjon." [1353rd
meeting, para. 74.]

29. U is not often that a problem as simple and as
clear as the one we are now discussing is made so
complicated, is so distorted and gives rise to so
much equivoca;tion.

30. There can be no denying that w~ are faced with
a situation which is qUite abnormal and illegal.
China, a founder of the United Nations and a perma
nent member of the Security Council, as stated in
Article 23 of the Charter, is in fact deprived of the
elementary prerogative of any Member States, that
of being represented in the United Nations by its
representatives. This is a serious violation of the
basic rule;:" of international law that are l.manimously
recognized and of the elementary principles ofopera
tion instituted- and applied by the United Nations.
According to those principles, there is a compulsory
relationship between those who represent and those

,who are repres~nted, in the sense that every Member
State must be assured its seat in the United Nations
and those occupying that seat. must have received
full credentials from the Government of the State con
cerned. This principle has been the basis for the
representation of all Member states during the twenty
years that the United Nations has been in existence.
It has been applied consistently in every case of a
change of regime or Government during that period.

31. Only in 'the case of China has this principle been
ignored~ Those who are sitting as representatives of
that country present credentials which do not originate
from the only legal Government of China. Infact, they
do not represent anybody. Consequently, the emis
saries of Chiang Kai-shek have no legal right to .
occupy the seat reserved for China and have no busi-



·,

33. The provisions of the Charter concerning the
acceptance or the duties incumbent on Member States
and thei,r capacity to fulfil them make strict respect
for this'~-::lrinciple a necessary condition for the
proper functioning of the United Nations. To admit
the contrary would create a situation based on fic
tions, and United Nations decisions would become
mere expressions of its wishes and would have no'
chance of,being put into effect.

34. In our delegation's view, the right to be present
in this Assembly is not a right conferred from out
side, still less is it a pri~e for good conduct granted
on the basis of subjective criteria or as a reward for
an attribute which meets .with some people's approval.

35. All we have to do is to abandon all subjective
approaches and allow the real problem to appear in
all its simplicity: the problem of the representation
of a State Member of the United Nations. This State
is the People's Republic of China, with a population
of 700 million. .

36. Throughout its history~ this hardworking and
tenacious people has created' a· materi3.1 civilization
which goes far back into history and it has been said·
that the dominant features of the Chinese couutryside
owe more to man than to nature. Throughout a history .
full of vicissitudes, this people has been afflicted
with the sc(;>Urges of famine aIJd poverty and it has
gone, through turbulent periods as' a consequence of
its economic under-developm~n~and social iuequities.
The establishment of the People's Republic ()f China
put an end to social injustice; mobilized all the in
exhaustible energy of the formerly oppressed: masses
and united them in a l.mique creative effort~ unprece
dented in Chinese history, which is transforming the
whole economy of the country' and building 8. great
industrial nation. Who then is qualified to represent
the Chinese people if not the. Government which is
guiding and organizing the profound historical trans
formation taking place in the life of China?

I

37. The great traditions of the Chinese people and
their contribution to world cultu,re are reflected in
many schools and trends which ~ave appeared during
thirty centuries in all sphere,.s of philosophy, law,
science, technology, art and lit~rature. On the basis
of these rich traditions, the 'democratic people's
r6gime has created the necessary material conditions
and opened a wide fi.eld ofaction to the creative gemus
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11 The New Cyneas. published in 1623.

Nations. The books referred to·on the occasion of the
celebration of the twentieth anniversary ofthe founding
of the Organization include the book by Emeric Cruce!U
who despite the limitations imposed by the horizons
of a Europe which was only just emerging from the

.Middle Ages specifically providedfor the participation
of China in a plan for an international organization;
and t~lat was in 1622.

55. In a world where the acceleration of economic
and social development is the central problem for
three-quarters of mankind, the participation of the
People's Republic of China in the discussionofecono
mic, commercial. social and'.culw.ral problems would
be of the greatest advantage, for the People I s Republic
of China is the sceue of intense and productive activity
in all these fields.

\\,

56. Experience shows that the People's RcpubUQ of
China is ready to contribute to the solution of the great
problems of the contemporary world. and that it h~s .
supported the orderly solution of those problems. It
cannot be forgotten thJ\t the 1954 Geneva Agreements
on Indo-China were reac'led with the participation of
the People's Republic of China. It is clear th~t today
we must return to the Geneva Agreements in <;>rder to
put an end to the situation created in Viet-Nam by the
Unitfd States, which is fraught with danger for world.
peace.

57. The proposals made by the Governm~nt of the
People's Republic of China on the problem of dis
armament are well known. I would refer to the
h~itiati've Which it has' taken for the convening of a
world summit conference to discuss the problem of
the general prohibition of, D:'aclear weapons and that
of their total destruction,'with the initial objective
of reaching an agreement. prohibiting the use of
nuclear weapons.

58. The Government of the People's Republic of
China has for~ifiallv declared that llever and in no

, "
circuInstances will China be the first to use nuclear
weapons. The reqUirements of international relations
make it essential to restore the rights ofthe People's
Republic of China in the United Nations imnlediately,
so that the Organization may attain its statutory
objective of being a centre for harmonizing the ef
forts of nations in the attainment of their common
ends. The participation of the great Chinese" people
in the United Nations activities would strengthen the
Organization and enlarge its role as guardian of
international peace and co-operation.

59. The Romanian delegation considers that the
General Assembly must put an end to a situation
which does nothing to increase its prestige and
capacity for action. It is high time that realistic
thinking overcame the stubbornness of those wha
wish to halt the evolution of the world and to see
the world as it was and not as it is. To ignore
reality is to fall into the error denounced by a
philosopher, of long ago, who said that "the greatest
deviation of the mind is to believe things because one
wishes them to be" .

60. For the Romanian delegation this will be a vote
of confidence in the Organization, its future and its

48. To claim that this question must be resolved by
a two-thirds majority. when the situation has been
created and maintained as a result of a' decision
adopted by a simple majority, is tantamountto arguing
that a simple majority suffices to violate the United
Nations .Charter, but. that a two-thirds majority is
needed to return to legality.

49. The exclusion of the People's Republic of China
from its legitimate place in the United Nations and
its associated agencies has many consequences which
are prejudicial to the interests of the international
community, diminish the Organization's prestige and
limit its capacity to solve the great problems con
fronting mankind.

50. One of the Organization's principal functions.
that o:f promoting international law and legality, cannot
but be seriously impeded by the fact that the vl~ry

image of the United Nations is deformed frlDIn the
legal point of view. Can an international organi~~ation

foundEid on the principle of the sClvereign equl:l.lity of
states promote respect for that principle v~hen it
applies discriminatory trea.tment to one of its Member
states? .

51. All the Organization's goals are·' world-wide in
'scope, and the emblem hanging. over this rostrum
symbolizes the desire for universality. How Ican we
attain these objectives when a quarter of mankind is
prevented from participating in our et'forts?

5~l. Any realistic and ~ffective progress in the field
r of, general disarmament depenCls on the existence and
'poltnt of view of the People's RepUblic of China being
tak;en into account. What would be the validity of solu
tiol\'$ which were not endorsed by this State, which is
one!! of the five nuclear' Powers in the world?' .

53~ With regard to pr.:>blems relating to international
security,. where the Organization must play the role
assigned to it by the Charter, the seat of a great
world Power, the great Asian Power amongthe perma
nent members of the Security Council, has remained·
empty for sixteen years. A world organization without
China is a contradiction.in adjecto.

54. China's absence inevitably creates the impression
,of an international organization whic'h is not only in
complete but ,also prejUdiced. In that respect, the
authors who in't.imes paet dreamed of a world organi
zati0D: were more advanced than those who today
prevent the restor'ation of China's rights in the United

question under discussion and does not come within
the competenc~ of the United Nations.

.,
47. With regard to the procedural que~tion raised
with regard t9 the method to be used in adopting a
solution. we associate ourselves with the delegations
which are in favour of applying the simple majority
rule•.We thus conform to the sph~it and the letter of'"
Article 18 (3) of the Charter, which establishes the
general rule of. a simple majority for voting in the
General Assembly. The exceptioni3 to this rule, which
are clearly defined, are set forth in paragraph 2 of
the same Articl\;.. It suffices to read this Article to
see clearly that the problem of the representation of a
state is not listed among the exceptions and that con
sequently the ~neral rule must be applied in this
case.
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validity of this consistent position hfLS been v.mply
demonstrated through the years, and no argument
against full restoration of the legitimate rights of
the Government of the People's Republic of China
could, in all sincerity, have any grounds whatsoever.

67. The very fact that this item is discussed directly
in the General Assembly proves, beyond any doubt,
that the Assembly is not admitting a new Member,
otherwise, the discussion should, in accordance with
Article 4 of the Charter, have started in the Security
Council.

68. That very fact, which cannot be denied or ig
nored by anyone, strengthens our conviction that this
is a problem which really does not need too much
elaboration. The proper place for the discussion of
this item is in the Credentials Committee, and if it
were dealt with Ixl that way the Assembly could pro
nOlmce itself on the validity or non-validity of the
credentials of thoae who at present occupy the seat
of China.

69. Tl1'it is the real iss~e before the Assembly, and
we firmly believe that the Assembly is not, under the
present item, called upon to evaluate the behaviour
or misbehaviour, the good or the bad motives, of the
representatives of a Member State.

70. China is a founding Member State; mainland
China is the l'eal and facmal China, and it cannot be
argued, in all sincerity, th&.t the representativE'ls of
650 million people cannot be admitted to our midst
just because a different man signed the Charter
twenty years ago.

71. The fallacy of the argument that admitting the
legitimate representatives of the People's Republ7.c
of Ch!na to this Organization would lea:d to discord
rather tha.n accord was answered by almost every
~o::lp-~aker who preceded me.

172. It seems very odd indeed that some representa
Uves say that it is not possible to sit with the repre
13entatives of the Peollle's Republic of China in New
York, under the umbrella of the United Nations, but
find it possible to sit and negotiate with the same
people behlnd closed doors elsewhere. In addition,
it is untenable to find Member States entering into
commercial transactions with Chinajnvolvingcolossal
sums of money, and exch8....'1ging mutual benefits by
this means, when, here in this world Organization one
finds the same people, representing the same GoveI'n
ments, voting against the restoration of the legitimate
right of the People's Republic of China to occupy its
rightful seat in the United Nations.

73. I shall refrain from enumeratingall the important
questions of an international or regional character
whose solution will ultimately depend on the positive
and courageous decision of this Assembly to admit
the representatives of the People's RepUblic of China
to the United Nations. The very fact of the increasing
number of votes in favour of that decision demon
strates the active nature of this question, and shows
how States are becoming more aware of the far
reaching implications of closing the doors of this
Organization to the rightful represen\.d.tives of China. .

, .)'

74. So,' this ls a very important question-no one
can deny it-but .i~s importance does, not stem from .

General Assembly - Twentieth Session -.Plenary Meetings6

.11 See document A/5763, sect. IX.

capacity to act in the face of the great international
problems on the universal and objective basis of the
principles of the Charter.

'61. Mr. EL-KONY (United Arab Republic): On
10 October 1964 the Heads of State or Government
of non-alig.ned countries, meeting- in Cairo, unani
mously adopted the following decision:

"Recalling the recommendation of the Belgrade
Conference, the Conference asks the General As
sembly of the United Nations to restore the rights
of the People's Republic of China and to recognize
the representatives of its G<ivernment as the only
legitimate representatives of China in the United
Nations." 11

62. When the Heads of state or Government of non
aligned countries took that decision they were nQ
doubt fully aware of its manifold consequences on
the United Nations, and the impac\: of that decision
and its juridical. political and practical influence
on the evolution of the va:rious currents eXisting on
the international plane. That decision should not be
taken lightly, because it was reached after thorough
examination of the various points which necessitated
the proclamation of such an important decision at
that high level. .

63. The Heads of State or Government had in mind
the difficulties which are normally raised here, for
obvious reasons, against the full restoration of the
legitimate right of the Government of the People's
.Republic of China to occupy the seat allotted to it
by the Charter.

64. In cOIlIJlexion with admitting th~ rightful l'epre
sentatives of China to this world for~m, no argument"
based either on the Charter, or on the practice tlf
the United Nations or, for that m~.tter, on inter~·

national law, could substantiate the contention that,
when there is a change of_,regime in a certain State
and the new regime assumes and maintains full
authority and control of the territory of that State,
the representatives of that regime could 1Je denied
admission into the international community, whether
in or outside the United Nations. As I have sa.id,
nothing in the Charter justifies the closing of the
doors of this Organization to the truly rightful
representatives of a sovereign and independent State
just because of the persistent opposition of one of .
its Members.

65. There is nothing in the Charter, or in the rules
of procedure, which justifies that this world Organiza
tion should continue to function in a way which, if
p'J.rsued, would be detrimental to the very problems
which:1his United Nations tackles and tries to solve.
But no solution is possible 'beoause of the very ab
sence of th~ Government which represents more than
650 million people. There is nothing in the ChartP.r,
or in any political thesis, which could justify this
abnormal situation.

66. So far as the United Arab Republic is concerned,
we have m.ade it abu.~dantly clear since May 1956

-that the issue under consideration in the General
Assembly . is not that of the admission of a new
Member, but solely a problem of credentials. The
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the all()gat~on that it. needs a two-thirds majority.
Its importance stems from, and is based on, the
magnitude of the issue itf:!~lf, and the purport and
political impact of its solution on the future.

75. It is for the future good of this Organization to
re~lize these facts and not to try to overshadow the
main issue by resorting to procedural manceuvres.
The procedural aspect: of the debate is, in our opinion,
the least important. The importance of the issue lies
in its grave effect on world peace and international
relations and on the solution of urgent issues created
by the fact that this abnormal situation has unfortu
nate consequences in terms of material damage and
its effect on human lives.

76. Therefore, if we are really looking for peace
and a peaceful solution of these issues, there is no
other way than to start to rectify the present situa
tion by admitting the rightful representatives of the
Government of the People's Republic of China to
the United Nations. .

77. For the above reasons,' the delegation of the
United Arab Republic will support any draft resolu
tion, which may eventually come before this body,
which seeks to restore to the People's Republic of
China its lawful rights in the United Nations and its
organs.

78. Mr. NIMMANHEMINDA (Thailand): First of all,
Mr, President, I should like to express to you, on
behalf of my delegation, our heaxtiest joy l.tl.nd happi
ness upon seeing you back with us againand presiding
over this most important deliberation of the world
Organization. I should like to add that my delegation
would like to see you soon dispense with the use of
your crutches altogether, so that you will be hale
and hearty once again.

79. The General Assembly once again has under
consideration an agendla item which requires the
closest and most thorough examination of the prob
lem in all its aspacts. We are now engaged in de
bating an issue the conolusion of which will have
far-reaching consequences. We are dealing with a
question which vitally affects not only the future
and the effectiveness· of the Unite-ti, Nat~ons but also
the peaceful existence of all D.atlons of the world.
Under present world conditions, in which we witness
scenes of violence~ discord and conflict, the question
to Vihich we have to address ourselves is how best (.
to maintain internatio:1al peace and security. This is
indeed one of the primary purposE:~ of the United
Nations and is a matter of great importance to all
Member Statee .-0:1. .fact well recognized by the sponsors
of the request for inclusion of this item in the agenda,
who specifically point out in the first paragraph of
thei~ explanatory memorandum that the q.uestion is
"of the first importance to the f'uture ofthe O:rganiza.w

tion" [A/5971/Add.2, para.1].

. 80. I should now like to touch briefly on the historical
relationship between the peoples ofChina and Thailand.
Our Thai ancestors came from what is now the
southerlCpart of China. Our forefathers once lived
there side by. side with the Chinese, and naturally
shared many traits of their ancient civilization and
culture. With an ingrained will to li'rre as free men,
however,. the Thai people began drifting southward

into the river basins of the Indo-Chinese peninsula
and. durinf; the thirteenth century, the movement
became a 'large-scale migration which resulted in
the regrouping of those people into the Thai nation.
From then· until the present day, the Kingdom of
Thailand has continued to preserve its independence.
A lapse of seven centuries has merely separated
the Thai and the Chinese peoples physically, but the
bonds of traditional friendship and ethnic affinity
have not been tampered with by the passage of time.

81. On the basis ofthe historicalrelationship between
our two peoples and a realistic approa;ch to the ques
tion under discussion, we in Thailand therefore have
every reason to want to coexist peacefully with our
neighbours to the north, who are geographically
close .' to us than to most of the peoples whose·repre
sentatiYes sit in this General Assembly. But, unfCt:a.ltu
nately, the communist regime Which is in control of
mainland China and claims to represent the intereSts
of over 600 million souls has shown neither the desire
nor the inclination to live harmoniously with its
neighbours. It has. in fact, accumulated quite a
lengthy .record of threats and acts of aggression and
subversion against neighbouring territories as well
as against those lands across the seas which it
claims to be "ripe for revoh.!tion". As a matter of
fact. it appearA to us that the Chinese Communists
seem to have· forgotten the proverb. of their oWl).
ancient faith, which declared that "within the four
seas. all men are brothe:rs".~ The Chinese· Com
munists' aggressive and expans.t0iiist activities are
all too apparent in Korea, Laos, Viet~Nam. Tibet
and India. Th~ir obsession with violence and war is
regrettable and their addiction to the 'use of force
is extremely deplorable.

82. In this connexioIl, they even had the a;udac~ty

and, I would say, the temerity to set up and give
open support to the prepoE;tterous group which calls
itself the Nationtl.l Patriotic~r~ont of Thailand, with
the stated objective of "liberating" the Thai people.
Indeed, one of their leaders-Chen Yi, to be precise-·
was r~ported to have sc. id a few months ago that
guerrilla warfare would be started in Thailand be
fore the end of the· year. We in Thailand, who are
prOUd of our heritage of freedom, have no wif:in-nor,
indeed, any need-to be "liberated". This statement
of intention blatantly made by the Chinese Communist
le.ader is tangible evidence of their hunger for control
and domination over our part of the world. This line
of policy .may also be enlightening to some of our'
friends who think that, because of geographical dis
tance, they may be iIr~"'nunefromsuchinsidiousactivi-
ties in their own lands. .

83. Such aggressive policies and a0ts cannot~ found
in the record of the· Government of the Republic of
China. Many representatives who have preceded me
in the present debate have referred to the fact""':'an
~mportant fact-that the Republic ofChina isafoundi.ng
Member of the United Nations and that its Government
has faithfully discharged its obligations and responsi
bilities as prescribed by the Charter·. In addition, that
Government is in effective control of ove" 14,000
square miles-that is, over 35,000 square kilometres
and, as no one can deny, commands the loyalty and the
allegiance of over 12 million people who have con
sistently stl'uggled against being subjected to the
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General can find no parallel in the history of the
world Organization. Are we, none the less, in all
seriousness prepared to reward such hostile acts
and help to whet their appetites for greater power?
The conditions which they have attached to their
entry into the United Nations are, to say the least,
unreasonable, unusual and uncalled for. No country,
big or small, has a right to dictate to the United
Nations or its Members, and we must not allow our
selves, either explicitly or implicitly, to support
measures which will have the effect of punishing a
Member State which has always been able and Willing
to carry out its obligations under the Charter and at
the same time of rewarding a r~gime which has made
a mockery of the United Nations and its principles.

87. Many delegations h~re in th~s Assembly that
advocate the presence of the People's Republic of
China in the United Nations have listed several
arguments in support of their contention. Some say
that the principle of universality must be put into
practice. These delegatjons perhaps overlook or have
decided to overlook the fact that this principle of
universality would be enforced at the expense of one
Member Government presently sitting with us. Others
reason that one cannot ignore or disregard the
existence of a Government in control of 600 million
people. With due respect, my delegation wishes to
inform the Assembly that we in Thailand are also
plainly aware of the existence of such a r~gime on
mainland China. As a matter of fact, we are even
more acutely aware of it than most of the peoples
represented here. We indeed cannot afford to ignore
the existence of such a regime and the aggressive
and expansionist policies it has been pursuing with
vigour and deadly determination. It is, on ~he con
traryJ our duty to watch its movement and activities
in our land Cl05(;ly, or else our very existence and
freedom would be in danger of being obliterated.

88. We have also heard, in the course of the present
debate, that no meanin.gful talks on either peace in
Viet-Nam or control of arms can take place without
Communist China at the conference table. "':'he Thai
delegation has no quarrel with that thesis. What we
should like to ask further is: who is stopping it
from going to the conference table? On the Viet
Nam issue, the Chinese Comrmmist leaders have
repeatedly spurned all the efforta of peace-loving
countries as well as those of the Secretary-General
of the United Nations to reach a peaceful settlement
of the Viet-Nam problem. Their intransigent stand
and uncompromising posture in this regard have been
consistently demonstrated by words and deeds. Their
ultimate objective in South Viet-Nam ..is clear and
unequivocal. They want to impose a r~gime of their
own choosing on the people of South Viet-Nam. They
have not so far indicated a. desire or shown a Willing
ness to accept anything which is less than complete
domination of all Viet-Nam. They know that if they
choose to respond positively to the plea for uncon
ditional negotiations there would be no obstacles to
peaceful settlement of the problem. What is lacking
is not a forum but a desire for peace.

89. As for the desirability of the Chinese Com
munists ~ participation in the disarmament talks, they
have shown total disregard for world public opinion
by carrying out explosions of their own atomic de-

.'....- . ~

8'

authority of the communist regime on the mainland.
What right do we have, then, to take an action which
would in effect expel the Republic of China from this
Organization? Are we prepa.red, under the cloak of
alleged legality and righteousness to surrender the
fate of some 12 million human beings, who fully enjoy
their freedom and independence in Taiwan, to a
regime on mainland China which has openly and
defiantly flouted all the principles and objectives
enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations? None
of us here in the General Assembly can arrogate
to himself the right to force these people, against
their own wishes, to live under any government.
That is the question that each and everyone of us
m 1.1st ask himself and find an answer to. in accordance
with his own conscience.

84. Let us now turn 0ur attention to the general
attitudes of the leaders of Communist China towards
some international problems whiGh Member states
have viewed with grave concern. As we may recall,
Communist China not only did not subscribe to the
principles of the partial test ban Treaty but also
treated the conclusion of the Treaty with scorn and
contempt. In the past few weeks, Member delegations
in the First Committee worked hard and laboriously
and succeeded in agreeing to a set of guidelines
which would govern the negotiations on a treaty to
prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons. Without
one single negative vote, the Committee agreed that
Members of the United N?tions are

"Convinced that the proliferation of nuclear
weapons would endanger the security of all states
and make more difficult the achievement of general
and complete disarmament under effective inter
national control" [A/6097, para. 9].

and should call upon "the Conference of the Eighteen
Nation Committee on Disarmament to give urgent
consideration to the question" and to negotiate such
a treaty. On the other hand, we see a statement of
Mr. Chen Yi, Vice Premier and Foreign Minister
of the People's Republic of China, at a press con
ference on 29 September 1965, in which he stated:

"China hopes that Afro-Asian countries will be
able to make atom bombs themselves, and it would
be better for a greater number of countries to
come into possession of atom bombs."

We can conclude only that the Chinese leaders on
mainland China again do not agrcle to the consensus
of the Members of the United Nations and in fact
advocate openly the idea of proliferation of nuclear
weapons. We really doubt that other delegations could
interpret Mr. Chen Yi' s statement differently.

85. The jingoistic statements of the Communist
Chinese leaders provide ample evidence of their
unWillingness to "fulfil in good faith the obligations"
in accordance With the Charter. They do not "refrain

-in their international relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any state". In addition, how can we be
sure that they will "give the United Nations every
assistance in any action it takes in accordance with
the ..• Charter"?

86. The insults and abusive language they have seen
fit to heap upon the United Nations and its Secretary-
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vices. Yet we do not despair, aDd, when .the question
of holding a world disarmament conference comes up
for consideration in the First Committee next week,
my delegation would express no objection to .Com
munist China's being a participant when the world
conference is held. We shall then be able to see if
they are willing to renounce their national objectives
which are incompatible with the basic and general
thinking of the overwhelming majority of Member
nations on the important question of general and
complete disarmament.

90. The United Nations is not a reformatory. Nor is
it a laboratory where political scientists engage in
experiments. We cannot risk a possible explosion,
for it will have grave consequences for the peace
and security of the whole world. Communist China's
general behaviour and attitude towards international
problems are in themselves natural barriers against
its being accepted into a community of peaceful
natjrJns. The onus, therefore, is on the, leaders of
Communist China to prove the contrary by revising
their aims and practices. Without such evidence and
an acceptable formula regarding the legitimate rights
of the Republic of China in the United Nations, my
delegation has no other alternative but to voice our
opposition to the attempt to usher Communist China
into our midst.

91. Mr. LEWANDOWSKI (Poland): Last Monday the
General Assembly began the debate on the question
of the restoration of the lawful rights of the People's
Republic of China in the United Nations. For fifteen
years this problem has been on the agenda of our
sessions; for fifteen years the General Assembly
has failed to draw the obvious conclusions from the
e:;,dstence of the Chinese People's Rep'lblic.

92. I submit that there is not a single delegation in
this hall. the delegation of the United states not ex
cluded, which can have any doubt as to who is the
real and true representative of the Chi~ese people.
And yet, year after year, artificial and fictitious
arguments have been advanced-arguments which do
injustice to the dignity and wisdom of this Assembly
against what is the obvious and only possible decision.

93. Throughout the last fifteen years, we have been
going from crisis to crisis. Still fresh in our memories
is last year's deadlock in the work of the General
Assembly which almost completely paralysed the
al:~ivities of the United Nations. Those who created
that crisis. from which our Organization is still slowly
trying to recover, maintain today a constant source of
more profound crisis; perhaps even more far-reaching
in its dangerous effects, by unrealistically insisting
upon closing the doors of the United Nations to
People's China. .

94. Let us be frank. During the past years each
delegation. when discussing and deciding important
issues, had to bear in mind the existence and the

. attitudes of the Chinese People's Republic. even
though the representatives of that Government have
hoen absent from our councils. We know that as long
as that absence lasts, our debates will be incomplete,
our decisions will be not fully representative and our
work on world security and disarmament will be not
fully representative and our work on world security
and disarmament will be not fully effective. The empty

seat-of China today constitutes the obvious weakness of
ou)' Organization. For in these troublesome days, with
many unresolved problems, the United Nations must
more than ever reflect the world as it really is. There
is no use in pretending, tousethewords of an eminent
American jurist, John Bassett Moore, "that events
which happened have not in fact come to pass".

95. The Chinese revolution put 3,n end to the feudal
division of the country and its semi-colonial de
pendence on imperialist Powers" It eliminated the
age-Old backwardness imposed upon the great Chinese
people by their own feudal masters and by foreign
interventionists. For the first time in modern times,
China could take its proper place among the nations,
nations whose culture and civilization have been so
remarkably enriched throughout millenia by the
Chinese people.

96. The People's Republic of China embarked upon a
road of the most dynamic and impressive social and
economic development. Within a short time, it acquired
modern technol')gy. It has become an atomic Power.
No important international issue, especially in Asia,
can be fully and successfully resolved without People's
China. This fact has been acknowledged by many in
the United Nations and in other world assemblies.

. 97. The principles of justice and international law,
the provisions of the United Nations Charter and the
urgent need for a solution of today's conflicts in the
interest of peace, have made it imperative that the
representatives of the People's Republic of China
should occupy their rightful place in the United
Nations and its organs. With every year that has
passed, the debates have proved that no legal, no
logical and no political arguments can be validly in
volved to bar the way to the lawful representation
of China.

98. In this changing world of ours, the transforma
tion of political systems or forms of government
occurs qUite frequently. Nobody would maintain, how
ever, that such changes might affect the status of a
State as a subject of international law. The only valid
criterion for the representation of a state inan inter
national organization of which that State is a member
are credentials emanating from its Government. In
fact, a careful student of the subject will find that
more than 150 cases of revolutionary changes of
g'Overnment, whatever their charact~r,have occurred
within Mer.nb~r States of the United Nations within
the last twenty years. In each case, the representa
tives of new Governments always assumed the seats
that belonged to their cOl.6..'1tries in the United Nations.
In each case it was a prooedural issue, decided by a
procedural resolution and adopted by a simple
majority'. Was there ever a prc-conditionof l'ecognitiol1
applied in these cases? We know that there was not.
We find in the Un.ited Nations quite anumber of Mem
bers that have no diplomatic relations with one an
other and do not recognize one another.

99. What is more, often-I should say too often
Members, in the histor~r of this Organization, have
found themselves in armed conflict with each other.
Yet this did not prevent them from being represented
in this world body. On the ·contra.ry, thei:r. member
ship and presence 'here made it possible to bring
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106. Poland raises its voice in favour of the ~mme

diate restoration of the lawful rights of the People's
Republic of China in the United Nations. Let the
United Nations, acting in its true interests, put an
end to the abnormal situation which is becoming ever
more absurd. After fifteen years of delay, we should
solve this problem in the interests of the United
Nations, of international co-operation. of peace.

109. Here is a great Power, the largest in the world
in size and population; deprived of its legitimate seat
in the United Nations simply because another great
Power believes it not in its interest to have the voice
of 650 million Chinese heard in the United Nations.
Yet, reckoning with the facts of power, the Charter,
from its inception, allotted China the position of a
great Power commensurate with its important role
in international relations. This position, in law and
in reality, now stands greatly enhanced. Suffice it
,to say that the People's Republic of China is one of
the nuclear Powers and that disarmament-the greatest
problem facing the United Nations and, for that matter,
the whole of mankind-cannot be achieved without the
active participation of this nuclear Power.

107. 'We strongly urge all other delegations to join
us in a common effort to take definite action to
this end during the present session of the General
Assembly.

105.. The presence of People's China will also open
up new dimensions in the social and economic activi
ties of the Unit(~d Nations and its specialized agencies.
It will create conditions for truly universal application
of the decisions and resolutions of the United Nations,
of the treaties and conventions concluded under the·
auspices of these bodies which, at the present time.
remain but a de~d letter with regard to an important
part of our globe.

108. Mr. TOMEH (Syria): The delegation of the
Syrian Arab Republic, joining ten other delegations
in calling for the discussion once again of the ques-

.tlon of the restoration of its lawful rights to the
People's Republic of China in the United Nations,
has sought to contribute to putting an end to an illegal
and abnormal situation, the continuation of which
seriously defeats the very purposes of the Charter
and paralyses all endeavours to establish inter
national peace and security.

103. It is the United states which is occupying part
of China's territory, which is preventing by force
the reunification of Taiwan with its motherland, which .
violates China's airspace and has established military
bases around it, sending hundreds of thousands of
troops into areas bordering the Chinese People's
Republic. It is the United States which has violated
the Geneva Agreements on Indo-China of 1954, which
is continuing open aggressionagainst the Viet-Namese
people. mercilessly bombing the territory of the
Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam. carrying on a
ruthless war against the population of South Viet-Nam .
and preventing it from exercising its right to self
determination and from freely deciding its mm fate.
It has been the United States which has attempted to
encircle China. and not vice versa. The United States
is continuing its attempts to isolate China and what
is more, to impose that policy on this Organization
while, at the same time, the UnitedStates Governm~mt
has established and continues t~ maintain direct con
tacts with representatives of the People's Republic·
of China.

104. The time has come to put an end to the present
untenable situation. Those who occupy China's seat

10 General Assembly - Twentieth Session - Plenary Meetings

their conflicts from the battlefield to the conference have no place here for. they represent no one. There
table. is only one Chinese state and only one Government of
100. Painful and humiliating as it might be for our China: the Central Government of the People's Re-
Organization, a different practice, a practice without pUblic of China. It is only that Government which has
precedent, has been applied in relation to the repre- the right, here and elsewhere, to represent the
sentation of People's China. Is it therefore sU~''Prising qhinese State, including Taiwan. The sooner this
that long years of discrimination could have under- is done the better fnr our Organization, for the
mined the trust in the United Nations on the part of presence of the Peopll'a's Republic of China in our
those subjected to that discrimination? midst will not only dl) justice to its rights, it will

enhance and strengthen the role of the United Nations
101. For fifteen years, the United States has been in the world. It will add a new meani:ng to our dis-
preventing the United Nations from becoming what armament negotiations; it will pave the way to
it was meant to be: a truly universal Organ:zation. mutually acceptable solutions which will be applicable
Only its tactics varied; sometimes procedural motions all over the world. For no one can expect that a great
were used to circumvent the main issue, sometimes country, and especially a nuclear Power, will un-
blunt pressure was applied. But always there was the reservedly accept decisions adopted without its active
stubborn determination to block China from entering participation.
the Unite<;l Nations, whatever the cost might be to the
Organization and to the world itself. For the truth is
that United States opposition to representation by the
People's Republic of Ci.lina is motivated solely by
hostility towards the political, economic and social
system of that country. Last Monday, 8 November
[1369th meeting], at the very beginning of this debate,
the United States representative demonstrated that
attitude again by levelling. with new vehemence,
unfounded and irrelevant accusations against People's
China. These have been refuted in the past and we
strongly reject them today.

102. But the issue which we are discussing now is
not whether the policies of some countries please
another. Is it not true that many of us here do not
share the same political views? Indeed, this Organiza
tion has, 'from the outset, been intended as a meeting
ground for diverse political systems and for resolving
differences and conflicts. On many problems we are
deeply divided in this hall, but no State can claim a
right to prevent another from being represented here
on the sole ground that it disagrees with its policies.
Self-righteousness is bad counsel, particularly if
practised by those whose own record is so gravely
stained..
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110. A cltange of regime which took place sixteen
years ago, and to which a small secti0Il:0f the popula
tion, backed by foreign instigation and interference,
is opposed, is the sole concern of the Chinese people
and does not affect in any way the entity of the state
and its absolute sovereignty. International law, by
theory and practice, has established qUite clear and
definite rules in this respect. To advocate the per
petuation of a flagrant wrong inflicted on the United
Nations is to disregard international law, to flout the
rule of law which is so frequently invoked here and
which must prevail in international society. Yet time
and again a pile of artificial, heterogeneous and al
together ir:t'elevant arguments is brought forth to give
someone's likes and dislikes the semblance of a
tenable legal stand. The conditions of admissionto the
United Nations are eloquently dwelt upon, as though
China-a founding Member of the United Nations, a
signatory to the Charter, one of the five recognized
great Powers-needed to be admitted. The fact re
mains that the absence of the true and legitimate
representatives of that great Power has been im
posed on this Assembly in contravention to the rule
of law.

111. Now the belief is echoed that the People's
Republic of China is not bent on international co
operation and rejects negotiations. Apart from the
fallacy of such assertions, was not the United Nations
created for the very purpose of affording solid possi
bilities of international co-operation among all sove
reign States, no matter what their regimes or
ideologies? Was not the United Nations set up to make
possible the initiation of contacts for the hammering
out of solutions to arduous problems? For what
reason, therefore, is the door slammed in the face of
the representatives of the People's Republic ofChina?

112. But, we are warned, the People's Republic of
China is an advocate of revolution. What a great
discovery indeed. Is not the whole dev~loping world
in the full swing of revolution ·against the inferior
status to which it has been subjected for so long, for
so many centuries? Why should it be denied the
possibility· of breaking its chains and emerging from
under the heels of imperialism?

113. The process of intention waged, in absentia,
against the People's Republic of China goes on to
dwell upon ~h~t tlnat country would or would not do
once its represer.ttatives were seated amongst us.
But is it not an elementary rule that as was stated
by the representativ~ of Kenya, each Member State
is accountable for its acts before the organs of the
United Nations? Why, then, exaggerate imaginary
fears and belittle the factual guaran~ees which we
possess?

114. Similarly, in a renewed attempt to confuse the
issue further, we have heard this exclamation from
this rostrum: how is it that in this court the advocates
are present and the plaintiffs are absent! That fantastic
exclamation was coupled with a question: have the
solicitors received a clear mandate from the plain
tiff? The spokesman in question meant by "court" this
Assembly; by "solicitors", the delegations whichhave
presented the item; and by "plaintiff", the People's
RepUblic of China.

115. This question should, however, be put first:
who told the representative in question that we are
acting ai, solicitors for the People's Republic of
China? When we maintain that the absence of that
great Power·preseuts our Organization with a striking
and serious defect, are we not stating the truth? Of
course we are. And we are calling for the corxection
of that defect, not so much for the benefit of the
People's Republic of China as for the sake of this
Organization, which we wish to see truly universal,
truly capable of laying foundations for peace that
have the widest applicability.

116. At this juncture of international relations
when the nuclear race is at its apex and when the
least that can be said of the conflagration presently
taking place in South-East Asia is that it involves.
apart from other victims, 200,000 soldiers brought
from another continent-we submit that it is high
time, not for metaphors and polemics. but 'for the
serious consideration of every means to ameliQ~ate

the threatening international situation. It is in that
spirit that we have co-authored this request, and it
is in trhat spirit that we appeal for the redress of a
perturlbed balance.

117. 'The soul of the innocent Mr. Laporte. sacri
ficed at the doorstep of this Organization, and of
Mr. Morrison before him, should serve as a re
minder to us all to fa(~e our heavy responsibilities
to the torn conscience of mankind.

118. Mr. TARABANOV (Bulgaria) (translated from
French): The question of the restoration of the lawful
rights of China in the United Nations is once again
before the General Assembly. This year the restora
tion of the lawful rights of the People's RepUblic of'
China in the United Nations is once againbeing fiercely
opposed by the United States of America. as it has
been every year since 1949.

119. The arguments of the United States representa
tive. although pl'esented with the customary skill of'
an eminent jurist and statesman, have conviJ!,~ed no
one. except, of course. those who had decided in ad
vance to allow themselves to be convinced. That is
not" surprising. These arguments, although presented
in a new guise, are borrowed from the old arsenal
accumulated during the past sixteen years and are
in flagrant contradic,~ioll with historical development
and contemporary realit:les. It is quite clear that such
arguments cannot sta~d up to those realities and to
the test of time.

120. According to Mr. Goldberg, the United States
representative. one of the reasons why the United
states Government opposes the restoration of the
lawful rightlS of the People's Republic of China in
the United Nations is that China lays down as a
condition for its entrance the expulsion from the
United Nations of the representative of Chiang Kai
shek. But how can lawful rights be restored without
expelling the thief who has fraudulently usurped
them? Even for a Justice of the Supreme Court,
such an operation would be impossible, unless, of
course, he were a m&gician.

121. Mr. Goldberg then continued with a stubborn
defence of the Chiang Kai-shek regime. seeking- to
show that that regime exercised control over a
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territory larger than that of at least eighteen States
Members of the Ur1ited Nations and over a population
of 12 million, which exceeds that of at least eighty
three (that is, more than two-thirds) Member States.
He thus takes the liberty of comparing the Chiang
Kat-shek clique to the majority of Members of the

.United Nations, which possess national sovereignty
and independence. This presentation of the case is,
of course, designed to introduce the "two Chinas"
theory, which has met with a certain response he1.'e.

122. Hearing the United States argument" one is
entitled to as1~ who, in fact, is laying down conditions
for the restoration of China's lawful rights in the
United Nations. Is it the People's Republic of China?
118 it not rather the United States, which ls seeking to
gain acceptance for the "two Chinas" theory, thus
intervening in that country's domestic affairs? No
matter how attractive it may be to some, that theory,
formulated with the aim. of overcoming the artificial
obstacles raised by the United States to the solution
of the problem of the restoration of the lawful rignts
of China is not valid. In the past, the colonialists
succeeded in dividingcertain countries and subjugating
them to their will, but times have changed and fur
thermore such an experiment could never succeed
with China, which is a great Power of the Asian
continent.

123. It would be qUite natural for a country like
China to criticize an Organization which 'has hitherto
sought to ignore it. But it is the United States which
is laying down conditions for China's entry into the
United Nations, asking us purely and simply to agree
to the division of China. This theory is so unnatural
that it has been rejected even by the puppet govern
ment of Chiang Kai-shek. The fact is that there is
only one China, and Taiwan is an integral part of it.
Furthermore~ that is attested to by two international
documents signed by the United States over twenty
years ago: the Cairo Declaration of 1943 and the
Potsdam Declaration of 1945.

124. Another argument advanced by the United
States representative against the restoration of
China's lawful rights is, apparently, that that country
is not a peace-lOVing State and consequently does not
fulfil the necessary conditions for United Nations
membership. All misunderstandings Of!, this question
should, however, be dispelled. China is not a State
which must now be considered a candidate for ad
mission to the United Nations; itisafounding Member
of the Organization and a permanent member of the
Security Council. The second fact which immediately
comes to mind is that if we begin to take the actions
of Mem,ber States into consideration and to judge
whether or not they should remain Members, there
are many which should have been expelled long ago,
be~nning with the United States.

125. It is not China which has sent its troops to
intervene in the domestic affairs of other countries,
but the United States. It is not China's troops which
have been sent to the DOJXlinican Republic to impose
on the Dominican people a Government they do not
want, but those of the United' States. It is not the
People's Republic of China which has sent troops
to exterminate the population of South Viet-Nam
and bomb t~e, territoJI'y of the Democratic Republic

of Viet-Nam. It is not Chinese troops who are sta
tioned in many parts of the world on various pretexts,
but United States troops, who occupy bases in many
foreign countries. Lastly, it is not China which is
intervening in the domestic affa.irs of the United
States, but rather the latter which is intervening in
the domestic affairs of China by trying to present
the puppet Government of Taiwan, which is financed
by the United States and supported by United States
troops, as the representative of China.

126. Such a situation cannot last for long. The
world is aware that China must participate in the
work of the United Nations if the latter is to operate
normally. Furthermore, it is interesting to note
that, of all the permanent members of the Security
Council, only one-the United States-is opposed to
the restoration of China's lawful rights. The fact
that the United Nations is unable to find lasting and
effective solutions to certain problems is due in
large measure to China's absence, The Security
Council does not operate normally in the absence of

. one of its founding Members, China. The proposal to
convene a disarmament conference, put forward in
the Cairo Declaration by the non-aligned States in
October 1964, Y results from the fact that China is
excluded from the United Nations and cannot take
part in the disarmament discussions. It is easy to
see that the efforts made by' the United Nations to
solve the disarmament p,roblem, however praise
worthy they may be, will never achieve final success
so long as China cannot participate in the discussion
of this important question. The very fact that the
United States and the other Powers which participated
in the Geneva Agreements of 1954 and 1962 on
various questions relating to South-East Asia were
oblig~d to invite China to participate in those con
ferences speaks clearly in favour of tl1e restoration
of that country's lawful rights in the United Nations.

127. China's absence frv",..l the United Nations cer
tainly does not facilitate the settlement of all the
outstanding questions. It is indeed difficult to imagine
how certain very important questions relating to
South-East Asia and the Asian continent as a whole
can be settled without China's participation.

128. There is no doubt that the work of the United
Nations will be seriously handicapped so long as
China does not participate, An attempt has been
made to impress delegations by invoking the diffi
culties which China's presence would certainly create.
But these difficulties exist. They are the result of
contemporary realities and will not disappear simply
because they are ignored by the United Nations. On
the contrary, the latter must face them if it is to re
main faithful to the Charter and to the goals it has
set itself. The United Nations does not exist to avoid
difficultie~ by refusing to see them, but to confront
and overcome them.

129. With each day that passes, it becomes in
creasingly clear that the restoration of China's'
lawful rights in the United Nations is inevitable.
It is a question which must be settled, and settled
immediately. To seek to delay the restoration of
China's, lawful r!ghts in the United Nations is to try
-----
, 11 See document A/5763. sect, VII.
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reconsider their' attitude and adopt a realistic posi
tion with regard to· the question of the restoration of
China's lawful rights. In voting in favour of the
restoration of those rights, tl£ey will not only render
a great ser~ice to the United Nations, wp.ich will then
be able to concentrate all its efforts on solving the
urgent problems of our time, but they will also con
tribute to the nlaintenance of international peace and
security.

Litqo in V.N.

to create new obstacles to the solution of the im
portant problems of our age. That may seem advan
tageous to those who benefit from the tensions en
gendered and from the existing conflicts. On the other
hand, it is inadmissible and dangerous for the United
Nations and for world peace.

130. As in the past, the People's Republic ofBulgaria
is in favour of the immediate restoration of China's
lawful rights in the United Nations. Our delegation
appeals to all those who have so far hesitated to
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